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APPELLANTS’ REPLY TO ANSWERING BRIEFS
INTRODUCTION
In this brief, Appellants (collectively “ ARAKAKI” or “Plaintiffs” or
“Appellants” ) reply to the answering briefs of OFFICE OF HAWAIIAN
AFFAIRS Defendants-Appellees (collectively “OHA”) , STATE AND
HHC/DHHL Defendants-Appellees (collectively “STATE/DHHL”),
UNITED STATES Defendant-Appellee (“United States”), STATE
COUNCIL OF HAWAIIAN HOMESTEAD ASSOCIATIONS and
ANTHONY SANG, SR. Defendants-Intervenors-Appellees (collectively
“SCHAA”) and HUI KAKO’O etc. Defendants-Intervenors-Appellees
(collectively “HUI”).
POLITICAL QUESTION ISSUE
OHA, STATE/DHHL, SCHHA and HUI all argue that the District
Court’s “Political Question” order of January 14, 2004 (ER 28) was correct,
for reasons different from, and inconsistent with, but as erroneous as those
stated by the District Court.1

1

The District Court reasoned: “To determine the level of scruti ny
applicable to these preferences, this court must determine whether
Hawaiians should be treated as federally recognized such that the Morton
analysis is applicable. On this point, notwithstanding OHA’s argument,
Congress has sent mixed signals.” ER 28 at 19. “Whether Hawaiians
should be treated as being recognized by Congress such that the more lenient
review standard found in Morton should be applied to Plaintiffs’ Equal

These four groups of Appellees apparently do not accept the District
Court’s conclusion that Congress has sent mixed signals. They all argue that
Congress has already recognized Hawaiians as the equivalent of an Indian
tribe and it would therefore be an improper political question for a court to
challenge that conclusion. For example: OHA, in its brief at 8, says the
central question raised by Arakaki’s Complaint is whether federal courts
should question Congress’s determination that the United States has a
“political” relationship with Native Hawaiians; it “ would be improper for a
court to question Congress’s conclusions on these issues and, hence, the
District Court acted properly in dismissing the Complaint “because it raises
nonjusticiable political questions.” The STATE/DHHL brief says at page 6,
“ Congress has, in existing legislation, fully recognized and dealt with Native

Protection challenge to programs being administered by OHA is an issue
that is a nonjusticiable political question.” ER 28 at 22.
The District Court is right that whether a group should be recognized as a
tribe is a policy determination for the political branches. But whether a
group has been recognized, if relevant, is a factual-legal determination
which federal courts adjudicate under well-developed and familiar judicial
standards. In Price v. State of Hawai`i, 764 F.2d 623, 626-28 (9th Cir. 1985)
this Court held that the Hou Hawaiians had not been recognized. The
District Court here, since it considered Morton v. Mancari relevant to the
political question issue, should have heard Plaintiffs’ counter motion for
partial summary judgment and reached the same conclusion as Price, that
Hawaiians have not been recognized as an Indian tribe. More properly,
however, it should have held Mancari irrelevant because OHA and DHHL
are state agencies, not quasi-sovereigns, as Rice held.
2

Hawaiians under their Indian Commerce Clause powers.”, and a t page 36, it
is “beyond dispute that Congress has in fact exercised its Indian Commerce
Clause authority to deal specifically with Native Hawaiians in dozens of
statutes by repeatedly singling out Native Hawaiians for special treatment”
and at page 38, “ Congress … plainly has the authority to deal specially with
Native Hawaiians as indigenous peoples, and in fact has done so.”
SCHHA’s brief at 30 (courts are an improper forum for Arakaki’s challenge
to Congress’ decision to recognize native Hawaiians and provide for their
rehabilitation under the Hawaiian Homelands program... The United States
has provided a matrix of some 150 laws --- in addition to the HHCA --- that
have recognized and extended benefits to native Hawaiians and their
descendants.”) HUI brief at 8 seems to join the others (The United States
has long recognized a substantial wrong has been done we should endeavor
to repair).
Congress’s “ determinations” as to the constitutionality of its own acts
are conclusions of law, not political questions. Whether the United States
has a political relationship with Hawaiians2 is a legal question. Whether

2

Throughout this brief, ARAKAKI will use the term “Hawaiian” as defined
in HRS §10-2, to mean any descendant of the people who lived in Hawaii in
1778, (the year that Captain Cook arrived). ARAKAKI will use the term
“native Hawaiian” as defined in HRS §10 -2 to mean “any descendant of not
less than one-half part of the races inhabiting the Hawaiian Islands previous
3

Hawaiians have the same legal status as federally recognized Indian tribes is
a legal question. When the issue is whether a statute uses a suspect
classification, such as race, or infringes a fundamental right, the courts do
not defer to legislative findings but rigorously scrutinize them. The
Appellees’ own lengthy citations of federal laws demonstrate that this suit
does not turn on any political question but on legal issues requiring
interpretation of the Constitution and federal statutory and case law. It is
OHA and the other Appellees, not ARAKAKI, who try to transform this
civil rights suit into an Indian law case, even though no Indian tribes are
involved. The United States Supreme Court in Rice v. Cayetano, 528 U.S.
495 (2000), has determined that the proper path of analysis does not require
deciding whether Congress did or could recognize the class of Hawaiians as
an “Indian tribe” in any sense of that term.
I. IN CASES INVOLVING ALLEGED RACIAL DISCRIMINATION,
COURTS DO NOT ACCEPT LEGISLATIVE ALLEGATIONS OR
CONCLUSIONS BUT RIGOROUSLY SCRUTINIZE THEM.
What deference, if any a court should accord legislative findings is not
a question of “judicial notice” in the sense covered by the Fe deral Rules of
Evidence but a question of constitutional law. For purely economic

to 1778.” It appears that OHA and the other Appellees sometimes use the
term “Native Hawaiian” (note the capital N) to refer to the class defined as
“Hawaiian” in HRS §10 -2.
4

legislation judged by the minimal scrutiny of the rational basis test, the
courts are deferential to legislative findings unless they are plainly false or
irrational. See, e.g. Railway Express v. New York, 336 U.S. 106 (1949). But
when the issue is whether the statute uses a suspect classification, such as
race, or infringes a fundamental right, the courts do not defer to legislative
findings but rigorously scrutinize them. This is true even if the government
denies in the statute itself that it is discriminating based on a suspect
classification or infringing a fundamental right. Otherwise a legislature
could utterly frustrate protection of constitutional rights by adding
tendentious findings of “fact” to immunize its laws from independent
judicial review. “ Under our written Constitution, . . . the limitation of
congressional authority is not solely a matter of legislative grace.” U.S. v.
Morrison, 529 U.S. 598, 615 (2000).
As the Supreme Court has explained, “[w]hatever deference is due
legislative findings would not foreclose our independent judgment of the
facts bearing on an issue of constitutional law.” Sable Communications of
California, Inc. v. Federal Communications Commission, 492 U.S. 115, 129
(1989). When a state “seeks to justify race -based remedies to cure the
effects of past discrimination,” the courts “do not accept the government’s
mere assertion” but rather “insist on a strong basis in evidence of the harm

5

being remedied.” Miller v. Johnson, 515 U.S. 900, 922 (1995). This is
because “blind judicial deference to legislative or executive pronouncements
of necessity has no place in equal protection analysis.” City of Richmond v.
J.A. Croson & Co., 488 U.S. 469, 501 (1989). “A governmental actor
cannot render race a legitimate proxy for a particular condition merely by
declaring that the condition exists.” Id.
In Croson, the Supreme Court cited Korematsu v. United States, 323
U.S. 214, as an example of how constitutional rights can be violated with
impunity when the courts are willing to defer to “fact -finding” by
legislatures or executives to justify racial classifications. In Korematsu and
Hirabayashi v. United States, 320 U.S. 81 (1943), the Supreme Court
effectively upheld the internment of over 100,000 people without trial or
conviction because it declined to “ reject as unfounded the judgment of the
military authorities and of Congress that there were disloyal members of that
population.” Hirabayashi 320 U.S. at 99; Korematsu 323 U.S. at 219. The
Justice Department asked the Court to take judicial notice of a mass of
alleged facts about the Japanese. PETER IRONS, JUSTICE AT WAR: THE
STORY OF THE JAPANESE INTERNMENT CASES, (1983) 196-97. The Court
accepted findings in congressional hearings and a military report without
rigorously scrutinizing them, Hirabayashi 320 U.S. at 96-102, Korematsu
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323 U.S. at 218-19, and upheld the government “based upon the recognition
of facts . . . which indicate that a group of one national extraction may
menace . . . safety more than others,” Hirabayashi, 320 U.S. at 101. In
Croson, the Court cited Justice Murphy’s Korematsu dissent, which did
scrutinize the congressional and executive fact-finding and showed those
findings to be tendentious efforts to justify an “erroneous assumption of
racial guilt” based on “misinformation, half -truths and insinuations.” Id. at
236, 239.
The courts will not allow a state to escape strict scrutiny of the basis
for its classifications by citing congressional fact-finding. “If all a state . . .
need do is find a congressional report on the subject to enact” a race -based
program, “the constraints of the Equal Protection Clause will, in effect, have
been rendered a nullity.” Croson 488 U.S. at 504. When a state relies on a
federal determination to justify a program using racial classifications, “the
judiciary retains an independent obligation in adjudicating consequent equal
protection challenges to ensure that the State's act
ions are narrowly tailored
to achieve a compelling interest.” Miller v. Johnson, 515 U.S. at 922.
The Supreme Court in Rice has determined that the definitions of
“Hawaiian” and “native Hawaiian” are racial classifications. These are the
classes that the programs of OHA and the Department of Hawaiian Home

7

Lands are intended to benefit. Consequently, the “most rigid scrutiny”
applies to any attempt to justify use of these classifications, whether by
alleged fact-finding or otherwise.
The legislative statements that Appellees cite as showing Congress
has recognized Hawaiians as the equivalent of an Indian tribe suffer from an
additional defect: they are not part of the laws that Plaintiffs challenge and
so are irrelevant to this case. Legislative statements in a preamble may help
a court interpret the operative clauses of a particular statute by clarifying the
legislative intent relating to the statute to which the preamble is attached, but
they do not legislate facts or confer rights. SINGER, SUTHERLAND ON
STATUTORY CONSTRUCTION, §20.03 (5th ed. 1993). A preamble does not
clarify the intent of a legislature that enacted a different statute decades
earlier. Congress enacted the Hawaiian Homes Commission Act in 1921. It
became a Hawai`i state law in 1959 by virtue of the Admission Act, Act of
March 18, 1959 Pub. L. 86-3, 73 Stat. 4, and the adoption of Hawai`i’s state
Constitution. HRS § 10-2 and other provisions defining “Hawaiian” and
“native Hawaiian” in terms of racial ancestry were adopted in 19 79. When
those laws were passed, neither Congress nor the State Legislature were
relying on the “whereas” clauses found in the 1993 “Apology Resolution,”
Pub. L. 103-150, 107 Stat. 1510 (1993), or statements made in the later

8

statutes OHA and the others cite. The legislative statements that OHA asks
this court to accept do not even clarify the legislative intent of the challenged
laws.
Appellees rely chiefly on the “whereas” clauses of the preamble to the
so-called “Apology Resolution.” Because that res olution has no legally
operative provisions and is not the subject of this lawsuit, these “whereas”
clauses do not determine the intent or effect of the statutes that Plaintiffs do
challenge. “A party contending that legislative action changed settled law
has the burden of showing that the legislature intended such a change.”
Green v. Bock Laundry Machine Co., 490 U.S. 504, 521 (1989). Congress
intended no change in the status quo by passing the Apology Resolution.
The resolution expressly does not resolve any claims. 107 Stat. 1510 §3.
The Senate Committee Report informed Congress that the resolution would
have no regulatory impact and “will not result in any change to existing
law.” S. Rep. 123 -126. There were no fact-finding hearings or floor debate
about the accuracy of the factual claims. It can hardly be compared to the
social science research used in Brown v. Bd. of Education, 347 U.S. 483,
494, n.11 or a “Brandeis brief.”
The resolution’s sponsor, Senator Daniel K. Inouye, assured the
Senate that it is only “a simple resolution of apology.” He emphasized this

9

point to reassure his colleagues that the resolution would have no effect on
any controversial questions:
As to the matter of the status of Native Hawaiians, as my colleague
from Washington knows, from the time of statehood we have been in
this debate. Are Native Hawaiians Native Americans? This resolution
has nothing to do with that. This resolution does not touch upon the
Hawaiian homelands. I can assure my colleague of that. It is a simple
apology.
Congressional Record CONGRESSIONAL RECORD Vol. 139 at S14477,
S14482 (Oct. 27, 1993). Thus, the Resolution has no bearing on whether
“Hawaiians” or “native Hawaiians” are like Indian tribes and no bearing on
issues relating to the Hawaiian home lands.
The Supreme Court in Rice demonstrated how to deal with the
Apology Resolution and the other laws that OHA cites: the Court cited the
resolution but decided the case based on the facts in the record and its own
determination of relevant historical facts from standard historical treatises
and legal sources. 528 U.S. at 489-507. In their briefs, the State, OHA, and
Hawai`i’s congressional delegation had all urged the Court to accept as
definitive the assertions in the whereas clauses of the Apology Resolution
and similar statements in preambles to other laws, including all the laws that
OHA cites here which had been enacted at the time of briefing. State’s
Respondent’s Brief, 1999 WL 557073 at 5-8, 30, 48-49; OHA’ s Amicus
Brief, 1999 WL 557287, at 4-6, 16; Brief for the Hawai`i Congressional
10

Delegation, 1999 WL 557289 at 13-16 and Appendix A (citing scores of
statutes). However, the Supreme Court did not defer to these legislative
statements but made its own independent judgments. The Court did not
even rely on the Apology Resolution to establish the State’s intent in
enacting the challenged statutes, which is hardly surprising given that it was
enacted by Congress long after the State Legislature had enacted HRS §10-2
and related laws.
The State and OHA relied on the Apology Resolution and findings in
other laws again in Arakaki v. State. They added citations to the Hawaiian
Homelands Homeownership Act of 2000, Pub. L. 106-568, §202, Pub. L.
106-569, §512, 25 U.S.C. §4101 note, and the Native Hawaiian Health Care
Act, 42 U.S.C. §11701, which were enacted after Rice was decided. Once
again, they urged the court to unquestioningly accept the findings in the
preambles to these laws. But the District Court made its own determination
to the extent it concluded that facts were relevant. In this suit Plaintiffs do
not challenge the constitutionality of those two recent federal laws. (Neither
do they concede that they are constitutional.) Statements in the preamble of
those laws may be relevant to determining the intent of those statutes but
that is not an issue here.
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Other courts which have cited the Apology Resolution have decided
that it has no legal effect. Marsh v. Commissioner of Internal Revenue, T.C.
Memo 2000-11, 79 T.C.M. (CCH) 1327, T.C.M. (RIA) 2000-011, 2000
RIA TC Memo 2000-0011 (Tax Ct. 2000) (Apology Resolution is not
remedial legislation and does not alter obligation of person of Hawaiian
ancestry to pay taxes on income earned in Hawai`i);State v. Lee, 90 Haw.
130, 976 P.2d 444 (Haw. 1999) (Apology Resolution does not affect
applicability of state law); State v French, 77 Haw. 222, 883 P.2d 644
(Haw. App. 1994) (same); State v. Lorenzo, 77 Haw. 219, 883 P.2d 641
(Haw. App. 1994) (same)
All of the laws cited by OHA, including the Native Hawaiian
Education Act, Pub L. 107-110, have preambles that closely resemble each
other and the “whereas” clauses of the Apology Resolution. Each repetition
of this language is more remote in time from the challenged laws and more
clearly an attempt to use post-hoc findings to shore up a race-based scheme
from constitutional challenge.
II. DETERMINING WHETHER A GROUP HAS BEEN
RECOGNIZED AS AN INDIAN TRIBE UNDER EXISTING LAW IS
A LEGAL QUESTION, NOT A POLITICAL QUESTION.

12

OHA cites the leading case on the political question doctrine, Baker v.
Carr, 369 U.S. 186 (1962) and discusses it only generally in one paragraph
at page 19 of its brief. SCHHA’s discussion at 14 is even more brief.
Baker summarized the modern understanding of the political question
doctrine:
Prominent on the surface of any case held to involve a political
question is found [1] a textually demonstrable constitutional
commitment of the issue to a coordinate political department; or
[2] a lack of judicially discoverable and manageable standards
for resolving it; or [3] the impossibility of deciding without an
initial policy determination of a kind clearly for nonjudicial
discretion; or [4] the impossibility of a court's undertaking
independent resolution without expressing lack of the respect
due coordinate branches of government; or [5] an unusual need
for unquestioning adherence to a political decision already
made; or [6] the potentiality of embarrassment from
multifarious pronouncements by various departments on one
question.
Unless one of these formulations is inextricable from the case at
bar, there should be no dismissal for non-justiciability on the
ground of a political question's presence. The doctrine of which
we treat is one of 'political qu
estions,' not one of 'political
cases.'
369 U.S. at 217.
Prof. Laurence H. Tribe summarizes the political question doctrine as
focusing on “the inquiry into whether particular constitutional provisions
yield judicially enforceable rights.” TRIBE, 1 AMERICAN CONSTITUTIONAL
LAW 368 (2000). In Baker, the Court ruled that cases under the Equal
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Protection Clause are justiciable because “[j]udicial standards under the
Equal Protection Clause are well developed and familiar.” 369 U.S. at 226.
The Equal Protection Clause and the binding precedents interpreting it give
sufficient guidance to decide this case, just as the Supreme Court decided
Rice. Questions concerning the application of the Equal Protection Clause
and the proper interpretation and relevance of the statutes and resolutions
that OHA cites are questions within the competence of the courts to answer.
“It is emphatically the province and duty of the judicial department to say
what the law is.” Marbury v. Madison, 5 U.S. (1 Cranch) 137, 176 (1803).
There is no “Indian tribe” exception to this most fundamental
principle of constitutional law. In Baker v. Carr, the Supreme Court
specifically addressed this issue. It quoted from United States v. Sandoval,
231 U.S. 28, 46 (1913), which noted that Congress has discretion to decide
when Indians deserve “release from (the) condition of tutelage” by the
federal government, but explained that “ it is not meant by this that Congress
may bring a community or body of people within the range of this power by
arbitrarily calling them an Indian tribe.” The Baker Court added:
ibid., the courts will
Able to discern what is 'distinctly Indian,'
strike down any heedless extension of that label. They will not
stand impotent before an obvious instance of a manifestly
unauthorized exercise of power.
369 U.S. at 216-217.
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Moreover, the courts “scrutiniz[e] Indian legislation to determine
whether it violates the equal protection component of the Fifth
Amendment.” Delaware Tribal Business Comm. v. Weeks, 430 US 73, 84
(1977). United States v. Sioux Nation, 448 U.S. 371, (1980) (Indian
political question doctrine laid to rest in Delaware Tribal Business Comm.).
In Miami Nation of Indians of Indiana, Inc. v. U.S. Dept. of Interior,
255 F.3d 342 (7th Cir. 2001), the Court reviewed and affirmed the Interior
Department’s determination that a group claiming tribal status did not meet
the applicable regulatory standards. In Alaska v. Native Village of Venetie
Tribal Government, 522 U.S. 520 (1998), the Supreme Court interpreted the
relevant federal statute and determined that land held by an Alaskan village
was not “Indian country” because the village and its land were not part of
any “dependent Indian communities” within the meaning of the statute.
In Price v. State of Hawai`i, 764 F.2d 623, 626-28 (9th Cir. 1985), this
Court held that a group of native Hawaiians, the Hou Hawaiians, who
claimed to be an Indian tribe, did not meet the legal requirements for that
status. Contrary to the suggestion in the heading in OHA’s bri ef at 19 and
citation of Price at 20, the Court did not rule in Price that “ the Political
Question Doctrine Bars Judicial Scrutiny of the Relationship Between
Native Hawaiians and the United States.” The Hou contended that they
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were an "Indian tribe or band with a governing body duly recognized by the
Secretary of the Interior," 28 U.S.C. § 1362, and hence may bring this suit
under § 1362. This Court carefully analyzed the relationship and found the
Hou ineligible.
To allow any group of persons to "bootstrap" themselves into
formal "tribal" status -- simply because they are all members of a
larger aboriginal ethnic body would be to ignore the concept of
‘tribe’ as a distinct sovereignty set apart by historical and
ethnological boundaries.
764 F.2d at 627. Here, OHA tries to “bootstrap” all Hawaiians 3 into “tribal
status” simply because they are all members of an aboriginal ethnic body.
That, as this Court said so explicitly, would be to ignore the concept of
“tribe” as a sovereignty set apart by histori cal and ethnological boundaries.
In summary, under both the BIA's current regulations for
determining eligibility for federal benefits and "privileges and
immunities," see 25 C.F.R. § 83.7, and the BIA's pre
-regulation
standard for recognizing a tribe, the Hou fail to demonstrate
eligibility for recognition. In the absence of explicit governing
statutes or regulations, we will not intrude on the traditionally
executive or legislative prerogative of recognizing a tribe's existence.
See United States v. Sandoval, 231 U.S. 28, 46, 58 L. Ed. 107, 34 S.
Ct. 1 (1913) (recognition of tribe is "to be determined by Congress,
and not by the courts"); United States v. Holliday, 70 U.S. (3 Wall.)
407, 419, 18 L. Ed. 182 (1865); F. Cohen, Handbook of Federal
Indian Law 4-5 (1982). We therefore hold that the Hou do not
qualify for § 1362 jurisdiction.

3

Census 2000 tallied 401,920 persons claiming some degree of Hawaiian
ancestry, about 40%, or 162,255, dispersed throughout all the other 49 states
and about 60%, or 239,655, in Hawaii. FER 7-B, Exhibit B to DKT 302.
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764 F.2d at 628. Thus, after finding that the Secretary had not recognized
the Hou, and that the Hou did not qualify for recognition (i.e., it had not
shown that it was a distinct community and exercises political influence or
authority over its members, and that it has maintained these characteristics
from historical times until the present), this Court declined to grant such
recognition itself. See also Canby, American Indian Law, 3rd Ed. 1998 at 5
and 6 (Action of federal government in recognizing or failing to recognize a
tribe has traditionally been held to be a political one not subject to judicial
review, but noting that federal courts today will review grants or denials of
recognition to determine whether DOI followed its own regulations and
other controlling law, and adhered to the requirements of due process. A
court may also order the executive branch of the federal government to
honor tribal status for a particular purpose if that is deemed to have been the
intent of Congress, also noting the government would not be permitted to
confer tribal status arbitrarily on some group that had never displayed the
characteristics of a distinctly Indian community citing U.S. v. Sandoval, 231
U.S. 28, 46 (1913),)
III. UNDER RICE , THIS COURT NEED NOT DECIDE
WHETHER HAWAIIANS ARE AN INDIAN TRIBE TO DECIDE
THAT THE CONSTITUTION BARS STATE AGENCIES,
INCLUDING OHA AND DHHL, FROM DISCRIMINATING BASED
ON RACIAL ANCESTRY.
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OHA and the other Appellees also err when they characterize the
question of whether Hawaiians have some special political status similar to a
federally recognized Indian tribe as “the central issue raised by Plaintiffs.”
It may be the central issue in Appellees’ defense, but ARAKAKI believes it
is a red herring.
The central issue raised by Plaintiffs is the Defendants’ -Appellees’
denial of the equality of all of Hawai`i’s people. Whatever the label or
excuse, “[d]istinctions between citizens solely because of their ancestry are
by their very nature odious to a free people whose institutions are founded
upon the doctrine of equality.” Rice, 528 U.S. at 517. The basic principle
on which Plaintiffs ground their claim is that governmental “inquiry int o
ancestral lines is not consistent with respect based on the unique personality
each of us possesses, a respect the Constitution itself secures in its concern
for persons and citizens.” Id.
After Rice, the applicable constitutional test is whether the racially
discriminatory programs run by OHA and the Department of Hawaiian
Home Lands for the exclusive benefit of the racial classes of “Hawaiians”
and “native Hawaiians” can be shown to be narrowly tailored to a
compelling governmental objective. The Supreme Court in Rice determined
that OHA is a state agency and the statutory definitions of “Hawaiian and
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native Hawaiian are racial classifications subject to constitutional scrutiny.
528 U.S. at 514-16. See HRS § 10-2 (defining Hawaiian and native
Hawaiian) and Hawaiian Homes Commission Act of 1920 (“HHCA”) §
201(7).
In Rice, OHA and the State (through Governor Cayetano) made their
“ Mancari argument” that Hawaiians are an Indian tribe for constitutional
purposes or somehow analogous to an Indian tribe so OHA and the State
could exclude non-Hawaiians from voting in OHA elections. Respondent’s
Brief in Rice, 1999 WL 557073; OHA Amicus Brief in Rice, 1999 WL
557287. Backed by an amicus brief from Hawai`i’s congressional
delegation, 1999 WL 557289, the State cited nearly every resolution and
statutory preamble they cite here in support of their theory that Congress has
recognized a “special relationship” with Hawaiians that immunizes what
would otherwise be race-based programs from strict scrutiny. They argued
with skill and vigor. They lost.
Despite all the citations to preambles, resolutions, “whereas” clauses,
and findings, the Supreme Court was unconvinced that the racial class of
Hawaiians is an Indian tribe or had any special status that makes them
analogous to a federally recognized, organized Indian tribe:
If Hawaii's restriction were to be sustained under
Mancari we would be required to accept some beginning
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premises not yet established in our case law. Among other
postulates, it would be necessary to conclude that Congress, in
reciting the purposes for the transfer of lands to the State -- and
in other enactments such as the Hawaiian Homes Commission
Act and the Joint Resolution of 1993 -- has determined that
native Hawaiians have a status like that of Indians in organized
tribes, and that it may, and has, delegated to the State a broad
authority to preserve that status. These propositions would
raise questions of considerable moment and difficulty. It is a
matter of some dispute, for instance, whether Congress may
treat the native Hawaiians as it does the Indian tribes.
528 U.S. at 518-19. The Court concluded that it could “stay far off that
difficult terrain, however,” because it rejected the government’s analogy
between OHA and a tribal government:
If a non-Indian lacks a right to vote in tribal elections, it
is for the reason that such elections are the internal affair of a
quasi-sovereign. The OHA elections, by contrast, are the affair
of the State of Hawaii. OHA is a state agency, established by
the State Constitution, responsible for the administration of
state laws and obligations.
528 U.S. at 520. Because OHA is a state agency, the Constitution applies to
OHA and prohibits the racial restriction at issue. DHHL is also a state
agency to which the Constitution applies with equal vigor.
The Court also rejected the analogy between OHA and the Bureau of
Indian Affairs (“BIA”) in Mancari. OHA tried to argue that it is a kind of
BIA for Hawaiians and because Mancari had allowed the BIA to extend a
racial preference for Indians, OHA could have racial preferences for
Hawaiians. The Supreme Court rejected that argument and strictly limited
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Mancari, saying that “the case was confined to the authority of the BIA, an
agency described as "sui generis" in Mancari itself, 417 U.S. at 554.
Accord, Arakaki I Order at 26 (Mancari carefully limited).
Once the court had rejected these two analogies about OHA itself, the
case came down to the straight-forward constitutional rule that a state cannot
use race to deny anyone the right to vote in any state election. The possible
tribal status, quasi-tribal status, constructive tribal status, or analogous-totribal-status of Hawaiians simply did not matter.
Like Rice, this is an equal protection case, not an Indian law case.
The State of Hawai`iis obliged to treat its citizens equally, regardless of
ancestry, when it allocates its public lands and revenues as well as when it
holds elections.
IV.

NEITHER THE PROPERTY CLAUSE NOR THE ADMISSION
CLAUSE IMMUNIZE DHHL OR OHA FROM REVIEW.
SCHHA at 13 – 30 of its brief advances a novel but erroneous theory

that Congress’s exercises of powers under the Property Clause and the
Admission Clause render the challenge to Hawaiian Homelands a political
question. SCHHA argues they are not only immune from all judicial
review, but also immunize any state action connected to them.
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A.

Congressional Exercises of Power Under the Property
Clause are Subject to Judicial Review.

In its Property Clause argument, SCHHA contends that there can be
no judicial review of any congressional exercise of the Property Clause
power or of any state action that related to such an exercise. SCHHA Brief
at 15, 19 (plenary authority of Congress under Property Clause is “without
limitation”), 21 (“not subject to judicial second -guessing” and “beyond
judicial scrutiny”).
Through the Constitution, the American people have delegated to
Congress certain powers but have limited those powers by the Bill of Rights
and other constitutional protections. “Article I of the Constitution grants
Congress broad power to legislate in certain areas” but “those legislative
powers are . . . limited not only by the scope of the Framers’ affirmative
delegation, but also by the principle that they may not be exercised in a way
that violates other specific provisions of the Constitution.” Saenz v. Roe,
526 U.S. 489, 508 (1999).
The Property Clause of Article IV, § 3, clause 2, is one of the
legislative powers that the Constitution grants to Congress: “The Con gress
shall have Power to dispose of and make all needful Rules and Regulations
respecting the Territory or other Property belonging to the United States.”
This is similar to Article I, § 8, clause 17, which empowers Congress to
22

regulate the District of Columbia and areas purchased in the states for
federal use.4
Congress’ power over the property of the United States is “plenary”
but “plenary” power does not mean “absolute” power. See Delaware Tribal
Business Comm. v. Weeks, 430 US 73, 84 (1977) (Congress’ power over
Indian tribes is plenary but not absolute). Prof. Laurence Tribe distinguishes
between “internal” limits on a legislative power – those inherent in the
grants of power themselves – and external limits – those imposed by the Bill
of Rights and other specific constitutional constraints on congressional
power. TRIBE, AMERICAN CONSTITUTIONAL LAW, 794-95 (2000). Glossing
United States v. San Francisco, 310 U.S. 16, 29 (1940), he notes: “The
power over the public lands thus entrusted to Congress is without [internal]
limitations.” Id. at 849 (2000). Congress’ Property Clause power is plenary
because it does not have internal limitations. SCHHA confuses this with

4

Article I, § 8, clause 17 gives Congress power “to exercise exclusive
Legislation in all Cases whatsoever, over such District (not exceeding ten
Miles square) as may, by Cession of particular States and the Acceptance of
Congress, become the Seat of the Government of the United States, and to
exercise like Authority over all Places purchased by the Consent of the
Legislature of the State in which the Same shall be, for the Erection of Forts,
Magazines, Arsenals, dock-Yards, and other needful Buildings.
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having no limitations at all. But unlimited power is the power of an absolute
monarch, not of a constitutional legislature.5
Federal courts have the constitutional power to review all
congressional legislation for compliance with Bill of Rights and other limits
on congressional power. The Property Clause is no exception to this
fundamental constitutional principle. It would be absurd to suggest that if
Congress exercised its Property Clause power to restrict national parks for
the exclusive use of one race, the courts would be powerless to test that law
against the Constitution. In Bolling v. Sharpe, 347 U.S. 497 (1954), the
Supreme Court scrutinized the segregated public school system that
Congress had established in the District of Columbia and held it
unconstitutional on the same day that the Court struck down segregated state
schools in Brown v. Board of Education of Topeka, Kansas, 347 U.S. 483
(1954). Congress’ power over the District of Columbia and over the public
property on which the public schools were built did not immunize racial
discrimination from judicial review. Similarly, in Shapiro v. Thompson,

SCHHA also seems to be confused about United States v. Midwest
Oil, 236 U.S. 459, 474 (1915), which it quotes at page 16 of its Brief.
SCHHA inserts an italicized sentence that does not appear in that case:
“ Congress may prohibit absolutely or fix the terms upon which the property
may be used.”
5
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394 U.S. 618 (1969), the Court reviewed and invalidated a residency
requirement for welfare in District of Columbia that violated the equal
protection component of the Fifth Amendment Due Process Clause for the
same reasons that similar state requirements violated the Fourteenth
Amendment.
Even the cases that SCHHA cites demonstrate that the courts can and
do review the constitutionality of congressional exercises of the Property
Clause. In Kleppe v. New Mexico, 426 U.S. 529, 536 (1976), the court noted
that “determinations under the Property Clause are entrusted primarily to the
judgment of Congress,” but also noted in the same sentence that “courts
must eventually pass upon them.” (Emphasis added.)
The courts can also review state action that is allegedly based on the
state having received land grants from Congress under the Property Clause.
In Stearns v. State of Minnesota, 179 U.S. 223 (1900), Congress had used its
Property Clause power (as well as its Admission Clause power) to grant
Minnesota land in trust when it admitted Minnesota to the Union.
Minnesota in turn granted some of the land to a railroad and agreed not to
impose property taxes on that land. The state later revoked the property tax
exemption. The Supreme Court reviewed the state’s action for compliance
with the trust and the Constitution. It held that Minnesota had impaired the
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obligation of contracts in violation of the Contracts Clause, Article I, § 10,
cl. 1. In addition, four justices found that the State had violated the
Fourteenth Amendment Equal Protection Clause. Id. at 262 (White, J.
concurring).
None of the other Property Clause cases that SCHHA relies on
involved challenges arising under the Bill of Rights or equal protection; they
were economic regulation cases. The courts generally apply a deferential
standard of review for legislative policy decisions about economic
regulation. See Allied Stores v. Bowers, 358 U.S. 522, 530 (1959).
Exercises of the Property Clause power are no exception. E.g. United States
v. San Francisco, 310 U.S. 16, 29-30 (deferring to congressional policy
judgment that its legislation would avoid monopoly). All of the cases that
SCHHA cites in which the United States gave states land in trust for public
purposes involved public uses, such as public schools, open to the entire
public, without racial limitation. Only in Hawai`i did the United States give
the State land (the Hawaiian home lands) with the requirement that it be
managed in trust for the benefit of a racial class. See Rice v. Cayetano, 528
U.S. at 515 (definition of “native Hawaiian” in HHCA is definition of racial
class). (More accurately, the United States in 1959 returned to Hawaii the
lands which Hawaii had ceded to the United States in 1898, except for those
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used for civil, military or naval purposes or assigned for the use of local
government, which the United States had held subject to the requirement
that all revenues and proceeds “shall be used solely for the benefit of the
inhabitants of the Hawaiian Islands for educational and other public
purposes.” Included in the ceded lands returned to Hawaii in 1959 were the
approximately 200,000 acres of Hawaiian home lands, which the United
States in 1921 had set aside for native Hawaiians.)
The fact that the lands were returned to Hawaii with a racial string
attached makes a difference. Racial classifications are strictly scrutinized,
whether the actor is federal or state. The Fifth Amendment Due Process
Clause imposes the same equal protection limits on the U.S. as the
Fourteenth Amendment Equal Protection Clause imposes on states.
Adarand Constructors, Inc. v. Pena 515 U.S. 200, 227 (1995). While
Congress exercises over federal property the powers of a proprietor as well
as of a legislature, even a private proprietor cannot impose a racially
restrictive covenant on land. Shelley v. Kramer, 334 U.S. 1 (1948).
The Constitution applies fully and of its own force in Hawai`i, as it
does in every state. As the Supreme Court said in Rice, 528 U.S. at 524,
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“ The Constitution of the United States, too, has become the heritage of all
the citizens of Hawaii.” 6
B.

Congress Cannot Use its Property Clause Power to Exempt
the State’s Racial Discrimination in the Use of its Public
Lands and Moneys for DHHL and OHA from Judicial
Review Under the Equal Protection Clause.

The Hawaiian Homes Commission Act is no longer a federal statute.
Keaukaha-Panaewa Community Association v. Hawaiian Homes
Commission, 588 F.2d 1216, 1226 (9th Cir. 1978). When Hawai`i becamea
State the HHCA was removed from the United States Code. Id. The
Admission Act, § 4, required the State to adopt the HHCA as state law. The
State adopted it and incorporated it by reference into the State Constitution,
Article XII. Admission Act, § 4 still prohibits the State from amending or
repealing the HHCA without the consent of the United States and still
requires that the proceeds and income from the about 200,000 acres of
“available lands” (i.e., the Hawaiian home lands) be used “only in carryi ng
out the provisions of said Act.” By Admission Act §5(f) the United States

6

One of the Insular Cases was Hawai`i v. Mankichi, 190 U.S. 197 (1903),
which involved a criminal trial that had occurred during the brief period
between Annexation and the passage of the Organic Act (Act of April 30,
1900, c.339, 31 Stat. 141. Mankichi held that during that period most
provisions of the Constitution applied in Hawai`i, but not the right to a
unanimous twelve person jury. In the Organic Act, §5, Congress extended
the full range of constitutional rights to Hawai`i and put Hawai`i on the path
to statehood.
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reserves the right to bring suit against the State for breach of trust if it fails
to carry out the trust.
Admission Act, § 5(f) lists five permissible purposes for which the
ceded lands may be used, four of them directed at the betterment of the
general public without any racial restrictions (public education, farm and
home ownership, public improvements and public use) and one “for the
betterment of conditions of native Hawaiians, as defined in the” HHCA.
§5(f) requires only that the “lands, proceeds and income shall be managed
and disposed of for one or more of the foregoing purposes.” (Emphasis
added.) Thus, except for the HHCA, Act § 5(f) does not require that the
state discriminate among its citizens based on whether or not they fall within
the racial class “native Hawaiian.” The state could, without violating the
Admission Act, apply all the ceded land resources, except for the about
200,000 acres set aside for the HHCA, to any one or more of the four raceneutral statutory purposes.
However, the creation of OHA at the 1978 Constitutional Convention,
subsequently purportedly ratified by the voters, was supported by the
argument that “Section 5(f) of the Admission Act created a trust of these
public lands separate and apart from the lands defined as “available lands”
by Section 203 of the HHCA, 1920, as amended. Your Committee found
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that the Section 5(f) trust created two types of beneficiaries and several trust
purposes one of which is native Hawaiians of one-half blood.” (emphasis
added.) Volume I, Proceedings Constitutional Convention of Hawaii 1978,
page 643, SCR 59.
On SCHHA’s own account, the DHHL program was designed for a
racial purpose: the “rehabilitation” of a ‘dying race’ – native Hawaiians” .
SCHHA Brief at 2. Even SCHHA does not refer to Hawaiians as “dying”
without enclosing that scare word in quotations. That term was inapplicable
even when the Act was passed; in the 1920 Census of the Territory of
Hawaii, the total Hawaiian and part Hawaiian population was 41,750, an
increase of 5.69% since 1896, the last census prior to annexation in 1898.
(Exhibit 12 to DKT 262. Further Excerpts of Record, “FER” 5-12.) Persons
of Hawaiian ancestry had increased in numbers and would continue to
increase, but like so many other Hawaii citizens, they were (and often still
are) marrying outside their ethnic group. Through intermarriage, the total
number of part-Hawaiians has risen while the number of “pure” Hawaiians
has fallen. OHA, NATIVE HAWAIIAN DATA BOOK Tables 1.1., 1.2 (1998);
NORDYKE, THE PEOPLING OF HAWAI`I 30-42, 178-81 (1989) (FER 5-13.)
Census 2000 tallied 239,655 persons who reported some degree of Hawaiian
ancestry in Hawaii, almost 6 times the number in 1920. In addition, 162,255
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resided in the other 49 states in 2000. FER 7-B. This very human pattern of
choice gives great hope for the future and deserves government
endorsement. Preserving racial purity is not a legitimate governmental
purpose. It points us back to the worst times of our history, and deserves
only condemnation. Loving v. Virginia, 388 U.S. 1 (1967). Yet the HHCA
is expressly racial purity legislation. Section 209 of the Act in its original
form prevented a spouse or child of a homesteader from succeeding to the
homesteader's lease unless the spouse or child met the same 50% blood
quantum standard applicable to the parent. This created a strong incentive in
the parent to marry someone who also met the 50% standard in order to
ensure the eligibility of their progeny to inherit the homestead. Recent
legislation (Hawaii Session Laws 1981, c. 272, § 1) now permits a spouse,
child or grandchild of 25% blood quantum to succeed to a spouse's or
parent's lease, but that just pushes theproblem down one generation; that
successor must take thought for his or her children, and the incentive for
racial purity still remains.
If, as Plaintiffs contend, the challenged programs violate the Equal
Protection Clause, no federal legislation can save them. Congress cannot
authorize a State to violate the Equal Protection Clause, nor can it immunize
an unconstitutional program from judicial scrutiny. “Congress is without
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power to enlist state cooperation in a joint federal-state program by
legislation which authorizes the States to violate the Equal Protection
Clause.” Shapiro v. Thompson, 394 U.S. 618, 641 (1969); Townsend v.
Swank, 404 U.S. 282, 291 (1971). In Saenz v. Roe, 526 U.S. 489, the
Supreme Court held that a state statute violated the Fourteenth Amendment
by discriminating against recent immigrants to the state in receiving welfare
benefits. The federal government had expressly authorized states to engage
in such discrimination and had authorized federal property – money – to be
used to support the state’s program. The Supreme Court held that “Congress
has no affirmative power to authorize the States to violate the Fourteenth
Amendment and is implicitly prohibited from passing legislation that
purports to validate any such violation.” Id. at 508.
Nor can Congress immunize governmental conduct from judicial
review by declaring a trust or making an unconstitutional contract.
A trust cannot trump the Constitution. A term of a public trust which
violates the Constitution is illegal and unenforceable. Pennsylvania v.
Board of City Trusts, 353 U.S. 989, 77 S.Ct. 1281 (1957). Neither the
federal nor the state government can write itself an exemption from
constitutional equal protection by agreeing to act as a trustee for a racially
discriminatory trust. Even if a trust is assumed to be valid, the courts can
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still consider and invalidate State’s use of race -based classifications to
promote trust purposes. Rice, 528 U.S. at 521-23. Similarly, the
government cannot by contract avoid the constitutional limits on its powers.
Therefore, the Property Clause does not immunize OHA and DHHL from
full constitutional scrutiny under the Equal Protection Clause.
C.

Under the Admission Clause, Congress Cannot Impose
Conditions that Put the New State on an Unequal Footing
with the Other States.

SCHHA effectively concedes that Congressional exercises of power
under the Admission Clause are subject to judicial review. SCHHA Brief at
22 and 23, citing Coyle v Smith, 221 U.S. 559 (1911). That concession is
fatal to SCHHA’s argument that it and HHC/DHHL were entitled, in any
event, to be dismissed from the case before the Court had even considered
the constitutional standard of review. Congress’ exercise of its power under
the Admission Clause to admit Hawai`i as a State of the Union does not
immunize the challenged programs from judicial review. SCHHA’s
Admission Clause argument adds nothing to its failed Property Clause
argument.
In Coyle v. Smith, the Supreme Court held that Congress’s power
under the Admission Clause is limited by the Equal Footing Doctrine: a new
state can only be admitted on equal footing with all others. There is only
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one class of states. In Prof. Tribe’s terminology, the Equal Footing Doctrine
is an “internal” or “structural” limit on Congress’ power to admit states,
arising from the nature of that power itself and the nature of the federal
union. TRIBE, AMERICAN CONSTITUTIONAL LAW at 794-95. This limit is
additional to the “external” limitations of the Bill of Rights, including equal
protection, that restrain all of Congress’ powers.
Because being a state is all or nothing, Congress cannot condition a
prospective new state’s admission on its agreement to enter the Union on
terms different that the original states did. In Coyle, the Supreme Court
ruled that the power of the new state “may not be constitutionally
diminished, impaired, or shorn away by any conditions, compacts, or
stipulations embraced in the act under which the new state came into the
Union which would not be valid and effectual if the subject of congressional
legislation after admission.” 221 U.S. at 573. In United States v. Gardiner,
107 F.3d 1314 (9th Cir. 1996), the court explained that the equality of the
new state with the other states will “forbid a compact between a new state
and the United States ‘limiting or qualifying political rights and obligation’”
(quoting Stearns v. Minnesota, 179 U.S. at 245. Thus, Congress cannot
require or bargain for a state to promise that it will not change its capital;
and any such requirement or bargain is void. Coyle, 221 U.S. at 577-78.
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The Equal Footing Doctrine and the rule that Congress cannot authorize a
state to violate the Equal Protection Clause both lead to the conclusion that a
congressional admission act could not put a new state on an unequal footing
by requiring it to deny on account of race the right to receive public benefits.
See Rice v. Cayetano, 528 U.S. at 520 (Congress cannot authorize state to
limit electorate by race).
D.

Indigenousness has no legal significance.

SCHHA, citing cases from the 19th century, argues at 28 – 30 that, in
addition to its powers under the Indian Commerce Clause, the United States
as a superior and civilized nation has the duty and power of exercising a
fostering care and protection over all dependent Indian communities.
The Supreme Court has abandoned the old paternalistic idea that
Congress has powers over Indians because they are helpless savages and
congenital “wards of the nation” who need the guiding hand of the Great
White Father. See United States v. Kagama, 118 U.S. 375, 382-84 (1886);
United States v. Sandoval, 231 U.S. 28, 39 (1913) (group can be identified
as Indians by their “primitive modes of life,” “superstition and fetichism,”
and “crude customs” that make them “a simple, uninformed and inferior
people”). Today, “[i]t is now generally recognized that the [congressional]
power derives from federal responsibility for regulating commerce with
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Indian tribes and for treaty making.” McClanahan v. State Tax Commission
of Arizona, 411 U.S. 164, 172 and n.7 (1973) (contrasting Kagama with “the
modern cases”). The idea advanced back in 1886 in Kagama, 118 U.S. at
384, that Congress has extra-constitutional powers is contrary to the modern
understanding that an act of Congress is invalid unless it is affirmatively
authorized under the Constitution. See United States v. Lopez, 514 U.S. 549,
552 (1995) (Constitution creates a federal government of enumerated
powers). TRIBE, AMERICAN CONSTITUTIONAL LAW at 796.
There are no exceptions to the rule that racial classifications by the
federal and state governments trigger strict scrutiny. Adarand Constructors,
Inc. v. Pena, 515 U.S. 200, 227 229-30 (1995); City of Richmond v. J.A.
Croson, 488 U.S. 469, 496-97 (1989). In Rice, the Supreme Court rejected
the Mancari defense because Mancari did not involve a racial class but
rather a political class:
Although the classification had a racial component, the Court found it
important that the preference was "not directed towards a 'racial'
only
group consisting of 'Indians,' " but rather
" to members of
'federally recognized' tribes
." 417 U.S., at 553, n. 24, 94 S.Ct. 2474.
"In this sense," the Court held, "the preference [was] political rather
than racial in nature." Ibid.; see also id., at 554, 94 S.Ct. 2474 ("The
preference, as applied, is granted to Indians not as a discrete racial
group, but, rather, as members of quasi-sovereign tribal entities
whose lives and activities are governed by the BIA in a unique
fashion").
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Rice, 528 U.S. at 519-20 (emphasis added). Mancari applies only to
federally recognized Indian tribes, their members, and regulation of Indian
tribes and members by the Bureau of Indian Affairs,7 an agency the Court
described as “ sui generis” and distinguished from OHA and other state
agencies.
Thus under Mancari and Rice, whether Hawaiians are “indigenous”
and whether they have a so-called “special relationship” are of no legal
significance and need never be decided. Because DHHL and OHA are state
agencies, not an Indian tribe or the BIA, the Court need not consider whether
Congress has treated or may treat Hawaiians or native Hawaiians as an
Indian tribe or whether it may delegate that power to the State.
Mancari did not use the term “indigenous” but talked about Indian
tribes and their members. “Indigenous” is too vague a term to be of any
analytical value. It might be used to mean “originating in a place rather than
coming from elsewhere” or “the first to arrive” o r “marginalized by later

Alaskan native groups are not an exception to the rule that the Mancari test
applies only to federally recognized tribal polities with government-togovernment relationships with the United States. Over 200 Alaskan native
villages are recognized on the official BIA list. 65 Fed. Reg. 13928 (2000).
Alaskan native entities were added to the list in 1982, 47 Fed. Reg. 53130,
53134-35 (Nov. 24, 1982), before the 9th Circuit decided Alaska Chapter,
Associated General Contractors of America, Inc. v. Pierce, 694 F.2d 1162,
1168 n. 8 (9th Cir. 1982) (quoting regulatory definition of “tribe” as
including some Alaska native communities).
7
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arrivals.” It is at least debatable whether Hawaiians today are “indigenous”
under any of these definitions. Their Polynesian ancestors, like their Asian,
European and American ancestors, came to Hawai`i from elsewhere. No
Hawaiians today can trace their ancestry back to the first canoe or even the
first waves and centuries of settlement. Hawaiians are integrated into the
culture, politics and economy of Hawai`i. Alternatively, “indigenous” may
simply be used as shorthand for the racial groups of American Indian,
Alaskan and Hawaiian ancestry, in which case it is a racial classification.
Fortunately, on a correct reading of Mancari and Rice, there is no need for
this Court to resolve this terminological tangle.
Similarly, under Mancari, as interpreted by Rice, alleging a vague
“special relationship” is not enough to trigger the rational basis level of
review. The test is whether there is a government-to-government
relationship between the federal government and the government of a
federally recognized Indian tribe. There is no such government to
government relationship in this case. Kahawaiolaa v. Norton, 222 F.Supp.
at 1219-21.
PLAINTIFFS’ PUBLIC LAND TRUST CLAIMS
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STATE/DHHL, OHA, SCHHA and the UNITED STATES argue that
the District Court properly dismissed Arakakis’ public land trust beneficiary
claims because the 1898 Newlands Resolution did not establish a trust.
STATE/DHHL brief at 23: “1898 “trust” is not a true “trust”. The
word “trust” was never used in the Resolution. The words of Resolution are
so broad, they contradict any notion of a trust.
SCHHA brief at 10: Arakaki failed “ to establish: that the Newlands
Resolution established a trust in the first instance.”
OHA brief at 36, 37: Quotes Dist Ct, Newlands Resolution does not
appear to have actually created the trust alleged by Plaintiffs.”
UNITED STATES brief at 40: “Plaintiffs fail to show that the
Newlands Resolution created a trust to which they are a beneficiary and
which the United States violated.” At 44, “Plaintiffs fail to establish that the
Newlands Resolution created the public trust they allege …”
V. THE PUBLIC LAND TRUST (SOMETIMES CALLED THE
“CEDED LANDS TRUST”) WAS FIRST ESTABLISHED BY THE
NEWLANDS RESOLUTION IN 1898.
The United States, Territory of Hawaii, State of Hawaii, and OHA
have all acknowledged that the public land trust “solely for the benefit of the
inhabitants of the Hawaiian Islands for educational and other public
purposes” was first established by the N ewlands Resolution in 1898:
• Attorney General of the United States. 22 Op. Att’y Gen. 574,
576 (1899),
The effect of this clause is to subject the public lands in Hawaii
to a special trust, limiting the revenue from or proceeds of the
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same to the uses of the inhabitants of the Hawaiian Islands for
educational and other public purposes.
(Ex. AA. filed March 4, 2002 DKT 4, ER FER?***)
• J. Garner Anthony, author of 1947 Hawaii Statehood bill and
former Attorney General of the Territory of Hawaii, appearing
with Territory of Hawaii Delegate Farrington before House
Committee on Public Lands, House of Representatives,
Washington, D.C. March 19, 1947,
Mr. Anthony. … Now, all this does is to say that we are presently
debating what should be the ultimate policy of the Congress with
respect to the public lands of Hawaii, which are held under the
treaty of annexation, and the joint resolution in trust for the people
of Hawaii.
…
Mr. Carroll. In other words, the failure of the Government to
legislate in this matter revests the title in Hawaii?
Mr. Anthony. We already have the beneficiary title, Mr. Carroll.
Mr. Carroll. Where is there a legal opinion ever saying that this is
held in trust?
Mr. Anthony. There is no such legal opinion, but the act of
Congress, and also the treaty of annexation, says specifically that it
shall be held in perpetuity for the benefits of the inhabitants of the
Hawaii[an Is]lands. … showing clearly from the very beginning
the intention expressed in every enactment that the people of
Hawaii were the beneficiaries of the public lands of Hawaii.
(The report of the March 19, 1947 Congressional hearing is attached
as an addendum to this brief.)
• Marguerite Ashford, Delegate to 1950 Constitutional
Convention, former Commissioner Territorial Public Lands,
Attorney for Territorial House or Senate each session 1934-53,
first woman admitted to Order of the Coif, U. Mich; first
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woman admitted to practice law in Hawaii, at Debate in
Committee of the Whole on Hawaiian Homes Commission Act,
Constitutional Convention of 1959, Territory of Hawaii, June 7,
1950, Honolulu, Hawaii, at page 659,
ASHFORD: …. When we became a part of the United States,
the United States had no public lands here except those specifically
designated for defense and so forth. The public lands were ceded
to the United States and accepted under the Newlands Resolution
subject to a trust; that trust was recognized when we became an
organized territory. The lands were put under our administration
by the Organic Act. They remained our lands in the control of the
United States pending the time we were admitted as a state.
….
In this case, however, the trustee of our lands, in returning them to
us, is attempting to attach to them terms of trust as though it were
the full order.
(The report of the Debates in the Committee of the Whole at the
Constitutional Convention June 7, 1959 is attached as an addendum to this
brief.)
• Opinion of Hawaii Attorney General Margery S. Bronster to
Governor Cayetano July 17, 1995, fn 1, page 8,
Section 5 essentially continues the trust which was first
established by the Newlands Resolution in 1898, and continued by
the Organic Act in 1900.
(Ex. Y filed March 4, 2002 DKT 4 FER ___ ER?***.)
• United States Congress. Paragraph (12) of the Native Hawaiian
Health Care Act, 42 U.S.C. §11701,
Through the Newlands Resolution and the 1900 Organic Act,
the United States Congress received 1.75 million acres of lands
formerly owned by the Crown and government of the Hawaiian
Kingdom and exempted the lands from then existing public land
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laws of the United States by mandating that the revenue and
proceeds from these lands be “used solely for the benefit of the
inhabitants of the Hawaiian islands for education and other public
purposes”, thereby establishing a special tru st relationship between
the United States and the inhabitants of Hawaii.
• Office of Hawaiian Affairs. Appendix A to one of OHA’s
motions for partial summary judgment filed May 7, 1996 in
OHA v. State, Civil No. 94-0205-01 entitled HISTORICAL
BACKGROUND OF THE PUBLIC LAND TRUST, provides
at page 1,
The history of the trust began with the cession of
sovereignty by the Republic of Hawaii under the “Joint Resolution
To provide for annexing the Hawaiian Islands to the United
States” 30 Stat. 750, adopted by congress on July 7, 1898. Upon
the annexation of Hawaii by the United States in 1898, all lands
owned by the Republic of Hawaii were ceded to the United States.
Id. This Joint Resolution provided that:
[a]ll revenues from or proceeds of the [public lands], except as
regards such part thereof as may be used or occupied for the civil,
military, or naval purposes of the United States, or may be
assigned for the use of the local government, shall be used solely
for the benefit of the inhabitants of the Hawaiian Islands for
educational and other public purposes.
Id. “The effect of [the foregoing language wa s] to subject the
public lands in Hawaii to a special trust, limiting the revenue from
or proceeds of the same to the uses of the inhabitants of the
Hawaiian Islands for educational or other purposes.” Yamasaki,
69 Haw. 154, 159, 737 P.2d 446 at 449 (1987) (quoting 22 Op.
Att’y Gen. 574 (1899)).
Also see page 2, under Organic Act ,”
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These lands were exempt from the then existing public land
laws of the United States by the issuance of this mandate which
established “a special trust relationship between the United States
and the inhabitants of Hawaii.” 42 U.S.C. § 11701 (12) (1993).
See also page 3 under the discussion of the Admission Act, fn 2
Section 5 essentially continued the trust which was first
established by the Joint Resolution in 1898, and continued by the
Organic Act in 1900.
(Exhibit B filed 4/11/02 with DKT 88, Further Excerpts of
Record “FER” 2-B.)
• Legislative Auditor, State of Hawaii. Final Report on the
Public Land Trust, December 1986 page 10, under the heading,
“The Public Land Trust”, referring to §5 of the Admission Act,
The requirement that lands returned to Hawaii via sections 5(b)
and 5(e) be held in trust for the purposes enumerated was a
continuation of the trust concept initially embodied in the joint
resolution of annexation of July 7, 1898.
(Ex. D filed 4/11/02 DKT 88, FER 2-D.)
• Auditor, State of Hawaii. A Report to the Governor and the
Legislature of the State of Hawaii, Establishment of a Public
Land Trust Information System, Phase One, March 2001 at 3,
On April 30, 1900, the Organic Act that formally made the
Hawaiian Islands a territory of the United States substantiated the
ceded lands trust provisions introduced in the Joint Resolution.
(Ex. E filed 4/11/02 DKT 88, FER 2-E.)
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• Hawaii Supreme Court. “The concept that the public lands of
Hawaii were impressed with a special trust, implicit in the joint
resolution of annexation, See 22 Op. Atty Gen. 574, was reiterated
in section 5(f) of the Admission Act.” Trustees of OHA v.
Yamasaki, 69 Hawaii 154, 160 (1987).
• Hawaii Supreme Court. “The federal government ha s always
recognized the people of Hawaii as the equitable owners of all
public lands; and while Hawaii was a territory, the federal
government held such lands in ‘special trust’ for the benefit of the
people of Hawaii.” State v. Zimring, 58 Hawaii 106, 124, 566 P.2d
725 (1977). “Excepting lands set aside for federal purposes, the
equitable ownership of the subject parcel and other public land in
Hawaii has always been in its people. Upon admission, trusteeship
to such lands was transferred to the State, and the subject land has
remained in the public trust since that time.” Id at 125.
VI.

A TRUST MAY BE CREATED BY TRANSFERRING
PROPERTY WITHOUT USING THE WORD “TRUST” AND
EVEN WHEN BROAD POWERS OF MANAGEMENT ARE
GIVEN. HAWAII INTENTIONALLY REQUIRED THE
TRUST FOR PRACTICAL REASONS.
As to the STATE/DHHL’s brief at 23 argument that the 1898

Newlands Resolution never uses the word “trust” , “A trust may be created
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although the settlor does not use the word “trust” and the fact that the settlor
uses the word “trust” does not necessarily indicate that a trust is intended.”
Restatement of Trusts 2d, §24 (Illustration: 1. A, the owner of certain bonds,
declares that he holds the bonds “for the use of B” or “ for the benefit of B.”
In the absence of a contrary intention, A holds the bonds in trust for B.). See
also Bogert, The Law of Trusts and Trustees, Revised Second Edition, 1984,
§45, p. 466 et seq., “Proof of the use of formal or technical language is not a
pre-requisite. All that is necessary is that the settlor express an intent that
the trustee is to have the functions and duties which are incident to
trusteeship. Thus in some cases there has been a finding of an expression by
the settlor of an intent to have a trust, even though he used language
seemingly appropriate to an absolute gift, to the creation of a life tenancy, to
the assignment of a chose in action, to the creation of an interest on
condition subsequent, to the making of a contract, or to executorship,
agency, guardianship, or partnership, and did not use the words “trus t” or
“trustee”.
The Republic of Hawaii’s offer to cede its public lands to the United
States on the condition that all revenues or proceeds of those lands, except
for those used for civil, military or naval purposes of the United States or
assigned for the use of local government, “shall be used solely for the
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benefit of the inhabitants of the Hawaiian Islands for educational and other
public purposes” and the express acceptance of the offer subject to that
condition by the United States was a straightforward manifestation of
intention and agreement by both governments to create the public land trust.8
Nor does the fact that the Newlands Resolution gave Congress broad
power to manage and dispose of the lands, negate, as the STATE/DHHL
brief at 23 asserts, the intent to create a trust. (The UNITED STATES brief
at 43 also cites and emphasizes the clause in the Newlands Resolution
“which conferred upon Congress the sole and absolute authority to provide
for the management and disposition of these lands.”) Indeed it is customary
to grant trustees broad powers to manage, sell, buy, lease, mortgage and
otherwise deal with land held in trust. See for example the Uniform
Trustees’ Powers Act, adopted in Hawaii by HRS Chapter 554A which gives
8

The Republic of Hawaii’s requirement that the United States hold the
ceded lands (except for the parts used by the U.S. for military or civil
purposes) in trust for the inhabitants of Hawaii had historic precedent and
significant practical consequences for the future State of Hawaii. The
United States held a similar trust obligation as to the lands ceded to it by the
original thirteen colonies. Once those new states were established, the
United States’ authority over the lands would cease. Other future states,
Nevada for example, did not have such an arrangement. As the Ninth
Circuit held in U.S. v. Gardner, 107 F.3d 1314, 1318 (9th Cir. 1997), the
United States still owns about eighty percent of the lands in Nevada and may
sell or withhold them from sale or administer them any way it chooses.
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such powers to all trustees “unless limited in the trust instrument and except
as is otherwise provided by law.” §554A -2 HRS.
VII. THERE IS ONLY ONE HAWAII PUBLIC LAND TRUST.
ARAKAKI HAS CONSISTENTLY SOUGHT TO ENFORCE THE
LEGAL TERMS OF THAT TRUST.
OHA’s brief at 37 and SCHHA’s at 20, 22 argue that the District
Court was correct in the May 8, 2002 order (ER 5) at 21 that Plaintiffs have
changed their position as to the trust they are challenging.
ARAKAKI has consistently maintained there is only one public land
trust in Hawaii. It was established in 1898 as a race neutral public trust;
breached by the Trustee, the United States, in 1921 by adoption of the
HHCA; breached further by the United States in 1959 by imposing the
HHCA on Hawaii as a condition of statehood; breached further and still
being breached by the United States by prohibiting, and continuing even
now to prohibit Hawaii from repealing or changing the HHCA without its
consent; breached by the State of Hawaii as Trustee by adopting the HHCA
in 1959, further breached by the State of Hawaii as Trustee in 1978 by
enacting the OHA laws and by implementing and continuing even now to
implement both the HHCA and the OHA laws. The facts and legal theories
in support of ARAKAKI’s breach of trust claims are spelled out specifically
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and in some detail in the Complaint (ER 1). ARAKAKI stands by that
Complaint today.
VIII. THE FACT THAT THE TRUSTEE MAY SPEND FOR OTHER
PURPOSES DOES NOT DEPRIVE ARAKAKI OF STANDING.
STATE/DHHL argues at page 23 of its brief, “plai ntiffs do not and
cannot show that if the moneys currently flowing to benefit Hawaiians were
stopped, plaintiffs would directly benefit, however minutely, from that
money savings, as the savings could be diverted to other programs or uses
from which plaintiffs might derive no benefit (e.g., say, educational
assistance to the blind). That argument is not valid.
“The fact that the trustees may, consistently with §5(f), spend the
income for purposes other than to benefit native Hawaiians does not deprive
Price of standing to bring his claim. We recently considered this very
question and determined that allegations such as those Price has made are
sufficient to show an “injury in fact”. See Price, 764 F.2d at 630. In
addition, allowing Price to enforce §5(f) is consistent with the common law
of trusts, in which one whose status as a beneficiary depends upon the
discretion of the trustee nevertheless may sue to compel the trustee to abide
by the terms of the trust. See Restatement 2d of the Law of Trusts, §214(1),
comment a; see also id. at §391 (stating that plaintiff with “special interest”
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beyond that of ordinary citizen, may sue to enforce public charitable trust).”
Price v. Akaka, 928 F.2d 824, 827 (1990).
IX. THE EXISTENCE OF A TRUST RELATIONSHIP HAS AN
ATTENDANT RIGHT OF THE AGGRIEVED BENEFICIARY TO
SUE THE TRUSTEE FOR BREACH OF TRUST.
The United States brief, starting at 45, cites five of the six Ninth
Circuit Court decisions cited by Plaintiffs in their opening brief (at 24 and
25) recognizing that beneficiaries of Hawaii’s public land trust , the very
same trust at issue in this case, have standing to sue state trustees for breach
of trust. But, argues the United States’ brief, Plaintiffs’ claim is meritless
and they have no standing because they claim “ the trustee must refrain from
complying with an illegal term” of the trust. (U.S. brief, 47.) No mention is
made of the Restatement of Trusts “ §166 Illegality (1) The Trustee is under
a duty to the beneficiary not to comply with a term of the trust which he
knows or should know is illegal” ; nor the trustee’s “ duty to deal impartially
with beneficiaries” ; nor that a trustee breaches the trust if he “violates any
duty he owes to the beneficiary.” (Opening Brief, 26.)
The United States brief also argues, at 46, that §1983 provides a claim
only against those acting under color of state law, not against the federal
government. True, but the Supreme Court’s recognition of Bivens actions is
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often treated as roughly analogous to the causes of action provided by
Congress in the federal civil rights acts, particularly 42 U.S.C.A. §1983.
The Supreme Court has noted that the constitutional injuries made
actionable by 42 U.S.C.A. §1983 are of no greater magnitude than those for
which federal officials and agents maybe responsible under Bivens because
the pressures and uncertainties facing decision makers in state government
are similar to those affecting federal officials and agents. Butz v. Economou,
48 U.S. 478 (1978).
"it would be 'incongruous an
d confusing, to say the least' to develop
different standards of immunity for state officials sued under § 1983
and federal officers sued on similar grounds under causes of action
founded directly on the Constitution." Economou v. U. S. Dept. of
Agriculture, 535 F.2d, at 695, n. 7, quoting Bivens v. Six Unknown
Fed. Narcotics Agents, 456 F.2d 1339, 1346-1347 (C.A.2 1972) (on
remand).
Id. at 499
Accordingly, without congressional directions to the contrary, we
deem it untenable to draw a distinction for purposes of immunity law
between suits brought against state officials under § 1983 and suits
brought directly under the Constitution against federal officials.
The § 1983 action was provided to vindicate federal constitutional
rights. That Congress decided, after the passage of the Fourteenth
Amendment, to enact legislation specifically requiring state officials
to respond in federal court for their failures to observe the
constitutional limitations on their powers is hardly a reason for
excusing their federal counterparts for the identical constitutional
transgressions. To create a system in which the Bill of Rights
monitors more closely the conduct of state officials than it does that
of federal officials is to stand the constitutional design on its head.
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Id. at 504.
At 48, just two pages after it has cited five Ninth Circuit decisions
upholding beneficiaries’ standing to sue for breach of Hawaii’s public land
trust, the United States’ brief asserts that “Plaintiffs are not proceeding on
the basis of any direct injury to them. … they ha ve not alleged that they
applied for and were denied benefits because they were not native
Hawaiians.” Omitted from the argument is that none of the plaintiffs in the
five cases cited “had applied for and were denied benefits” nor did any of
them complain of any injury other than the wrongful diversion of trust lands
(1.75 acres of submerged lands in Napeahi; 25 acres of trust land used for a
a flood control project in Keaukaha) or wrongful diversion of trust moneys
(in the three Price cases), the very same types of injuries alleged by
Plaintiffs here, that the State as trustee is wrongfully diverting trust lands
and moneys and thereby injuring Plaintiffs as beneficiaries.
X.

THE CAUSAL CONNECTION.
Part I B at page 20 of the brief of the United States begins with the

heading, The United States is Not the Cause of Plaintiffs’ Alleged Injury.
The following evidence shows otherwise:
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• In 1921 the United States created the Hawaiian Homes Commission
Act ("HHCA") for the sole purpose of specially benefiting persons defined
explicitly by race (“The term “native Hawaiian” means any descendant of
not less than one-half part of the blood of the races inhabiting the Hawaiian
Islands previous to 1778.” §201(7) HHCA);
• In 1959 the United States required the State of Hawaii to adopt the
HHCA as a condition of statehood (Admission Act §4);
• The United States prohibits the State from amending or repealing
the HHCA without the consent of the United States (Id.);
• The United States requires all proceeds and income from the about
200,000 acres set aside by HHCA to be used "only in carrying out the
provisions of said Act." (Id.); and
• The United States reserves the right to sue the State of Hawaii for
breach of trust if it fails to carry out the HHCA (Id. §5(f)).
Among its other harmful consequences, the Admission Act §4 directly
causes injury to each Plaintiff as a beneficiary of the public land trust by
requiring that, “all proceeds and income from the ‘available lands’, as
defined in said Act [the about 200,000 acres of ceded lands Congress set
aside for the DHHL], shall be used only in carrying out the provisions of
said Act.” That federal law, §4 of the Admission Act, deprives each
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Plaintiff of his or her share of the benefit of the proceeds and income of
those 200,000 acres. The DHHL 2003 Annual Report (available on the
internet at www.state.hi.us/dhhl/ ) shows receipt of revenues for the year
ended June 30, 2003 of $5,385,979 from General leases and $1,708,362
from Licenses and permits. But for the HHCA, brought to us and still
mandated under threat of suit for breach of trust by the most powerful nation
in the world, that $7 million plus would be available annually to use for
Plaintiffs and all public land trust beneficiaries impartially. The Admission
Act’s §4 prohibition against repeal or amendment of the HHCA , without the
consent of the United States, ensures that such injury to each Plaintiff will
continue to occur annually into the indefinite future. The only way to fully
redress this continuing injury is to: reverse the dismissal of Plaintiffs’ claims
against the United States; reinstate it as a party; declare the program invalid;
tell the other Defendants to stop doing it; and tell the United States to stop
holding the sword over their head and telling them they have to do it.
PLAINTIFFS TAXPAYER CLAIMS
XI.

PLAINTIFFS’ INCREASED TAX BURDEN IS ALSO
FAIRLY TRACEABLE TO THE IMPOSITION OF HHCA.
The built-in drain of public land trust money resulting from §4 is only

part of the ongoing injury to Plaintiffs and others similarly situated. There
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are also the taxes. The United States asserts at page 20 that the Admission
Act does not require the State to tax Plaintiffs. “The fede ral statutes that
Plaintiffs challenge do not require that the State impose any specific tax on
its citizens nor incur any particular expenditure of State tax revenue. …
Plaintiffs do not argue, nor could they, that the HHCA or the Admission Act
requires the State to tax Plaintiffs or expend State tax money." But when
the allegations of the complaint are presumed to be true and construed
favorably (See standard of review, Opening Brief at 14), the tax monies
appropriated annually (DHHL received Appropriations of $1,344,603 for
FYE June 30, 2003. Id.) are fairly traceable to the United States’ imposing
the HHCA on Hawaii.
Plaintiffs allege injury not only as trust beneficiaries but also because
federal laws, requiring the State to engage in racial discrimination, increase
their tax burden while denying them any of the benefits of those additional
taxes. (Complaint, ¶ 58, ER 1.) See also the declarations of each Plaintiff
filed March 4, 2002, DKT 4 (some of them are included in FER 1), declaring
under penalty of perjury that, among other things, as a result of the federal
and state laws, he or she is harmed as a beneficiary of the public land trust,
and his or her tax burden is increased by, the appropriations and diversions
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of public lands and revenues to OHA and DHHL, but "I am denied any
benefit of those appropriations solely because of my ancestry."
The United States presented no affidavits, declarations, or evidence of
any kind to contest either the allegations of the complaint or Plaintiffs’
declarations tracing their injuries to the federal laws.
The trial court, when it dismissed Plaintiffs’ claims against the United
States for the second time on November 21, 2003 (ER 14) had before it a
record showing the State of Hawaii had appropriated from and obligated the
General Fund for HHC/DHHL in the total amount of $263,199,310 in the
seven fiscal years through June 30, 2002, in addition to the land revenues
diverted to HHC/DHHL which brought the total harm to the State treasury
during those seven years to $430,599,594. (Exhibit 6 filed 9/18/02 with
DKT 208, FER 3-A). Also undisputed was, and is, the fact that the United
States had held legal title, subject to the terms of the 1898 Newlands
Resolution, to all the ceded lands, including the about 200,000 acres the
United States set aside for DHHL, from 1898 until 1959 when the legal title
to most of the ceded lands was returned to Hawaii. For 38 of those years,
from 1921 until 1959, the Hawaiian home lands program was operated under
the direction, control, authority and laws of the United States. Accepting as
true the allegations of the complaint in that setting and construing them
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favorably to Plaintiffs, it is plausible that, during the 38 years when DHHL
was operated completely under the authority of the United States, the
program was not self-sustaining and required regular appropriations from the
Territory of Hawaii’s General Fund. (Money is obviously needed for
infrastructure and improvements to make the land usable and for
administration.) The June 7, 1950 Debates in the Committee of the Whole
on the Hawaiian Homes Commission Act, at the 1950 Constitutional
Convention include considerable discussion about the “great need for needed
appropriations to carry out the work of the Hawaiian Homes Commission.”
(A copy of the report of the debates of June 7, 1950 is in the Addendum to
this brief. See page 663 for the discussion of whether to add to the proposed
Hawaii constitution a requirement that appropriations for administration
expenses of the HHC shall be “not less than” will a ccord equal treatment
with other departments. “Now in the past the legislature has been very
generous to the Hawaiian Homes Commission program. It has not only
appropriated additional sums for administrative purposes, but considerable
sums for development.” )
It therefore must have been obvious in 1959, when the Admission Act
required Hawaii to adopt the HHCA, that the new State legislature would
have to continue to subsidize the Hawaiian home lands program with tax
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dollars. Not surprisingly, that actually happened and is still happening
today. Thus, the dismissal of the United States should be reversed so that, if
a genuine dispute should arise about it, the question of whether Plaintiffs’
injuries as state taxpayers are fairly traceable to the United States, can be
adjudicated based on evidence.
XII. IT HAS BEEN STIPULATED THAT THE STATE
APPROPRIATES GENERAL FUNDS TO DHHL AND OHA.
The brief of the United States discusses, at 20 – 30, Ninth Circuit and
other decisions on state taxpayer standing and then summarizes at 31, “In
sum, Plaintiffs’ status as state taxpayers provides no basis to sue the State of
Hawaii for the State’s expenditure of non -tax funds.” Doubtful as that
general proposition is9, Plaintiffs still have taxpayer standing to sue for
expenditure of tax funds and there can be no genuine dispute that the State
does so. It has been stipulated that,
9

"taxpayer standing, by its nature, requires an injury resulting from a
government's expenditure of tax revenues"Doe v. Madison School District,
177 F.3d 789 (9th Cir. 1999). Plaintiffs challenge the unconstitutional
conduct which causes the additional tax expenditures. In Doe the Ninth
Circuit en banc thoroughly reviewed the rules of taxpayer standing and
made it clear that state taxpayers may challenge a variety of improper
actions which could have a detrimental effect on the public fisc, resulting in
increased taxes. This is covered in Appellants’ Opening Brief Part III.A. It
will not be repeated here because, in any event, the State has and continues
to spend tax moneys for DHHL, fairly traceable, as already shown, to the
federal government’s unconstitutional imposition of the HHCA on Hawaii.
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12./46 The legislature has appropriated varying sums of money
from the General Fund for OHA for most of the years since 1980.
13/47 The legislature has appropriated the following sums of
money from the General Fund for OHA for the fiscal years
beginning July 1, 1997 and ending June 30, 2003: 1997-98 -$2,772,596; 1998-99 -- $2,710,897; 1999-00 -- $2,550,922; 200001 -- $2,519,663; 2001-02 -- $2,619.663; and 2002-03 -$2,532,663.
14/60 For the following fiscal years, the legislature has
appropriated the following sums of money from the General Fund
for the Department of Hawaiian Home Lands: 1999-2000 -$1,298,554; 2000-01 -- $1,298,554; and 2001-02 -- $1,359,546.
STIPULATION AS TO CERTAIN FACTS, etc. filed July 8, 2002,
Entry date July 10, 2002, DKT 172 (ER 7).
The General Fund consists almost entirely of tax moneys. For
example, in FYE 6/30/02 total revenues to the State of Hawaii General Fund
were $3.242 billion. $3.041 billion of that, or over 93%, was tax revenue.
(ER 20.) The pattern in FYE 6/30/02 was the same. Tax revenues were
over 93% of total General Fund revenues. (ER 21.)
The stipulation covers only a small part of the total harm to the State
treasury caused by the two programs. Researching only part of their history
to date shows the estimated total cost, including amounts paid directly to
DHHL and OHA by the State, debt service on bonds whose proceeds went
to them, loss of revenues and investment earnings, has been about $1 billion.
(Plaintiffs’ itemized compilations based on appropriation bills and official
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financial statements were filed 9/18/02 as Exhibits A and B to DKT 208,
FER 3-A and 3-B.)
The stipulation shows appropriations for DHHL average about $1.3
million per year and for OHA about $2.6 million per year. Although each
Plaintiff’s tax burden is increased by the appropriations for DHHL , every
Plaintiff is denied any benefit of those appropriations solely because of his
or her ancestry. All but three of the Plaintiffs (those with some but less that
half Hawaiian ancestry) are denied the benefit of the appropriations for OHA
solely because of his or her ancestry.10 This is not a generalized burden
shared in common with all taxpayers. As previously noted, the 2000 Census
tallied about 240,000 persons in Hawaii who reported some degree of
Hawaiian ancestry. Spreadsheet of Census 2000 data filed 10/28/03. DKT
302, (FER 7-B.) DHHL serves only “native Hawaiians”, descendants of not
less that one-half part of the blood of the races inhabiting the Hawaiian
Islands previous to 1778. None of the Plaintiffs, even those of some

10

OHA is required to use moneys it receives from the public land trust only
for “native Hawaiians”. (ER 15.) These are the bulk of moneys going to
OHA. (ER 17.) See Rice, 528 U.S. at 523. Since under the OHA laws, the
three Hawaiian Plaintiffs are not eligible for the benefit of these funds, they
have standing to challenge these distributions to OHA. As to the
appropriations of General Funds, i.e., tax moneys, to OHA, they may be
used for Hawaiians, so the three Hawaiian Plaintiffs, being potential
beneficiaries, do not have standing to challenge them.
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Hawaiian ancestry, meet that definition. Census 2000 did not tabulate the
number of “native Hawaiian s”, nor has any other official done so to
Arakaki’s knowledge. The waiting list for homesteads as of June 30, 2003
consisted of 20,489 applicants and there were 7,350 homestead lessees on all
the islands according to the DHHL 2003 Annual Report at page 6.
(www.state.hi.us/dhhl/). Whatever the actual number, whether it is less than
28,000 or as much as 80,000, none of the “nat ive Hawaiians” would have
standing as taxpayers to challenge the constitutionality of DHHL because
each of them would be a potential DHHL homestead lessee. Therefore the
concrete, particularized injury in fact suffered by Plaintiffs as state taxpayers
because of the DHHL laws (and all but three of the Plaintiffs because of the
appropriations from the General Fund to OHA) would also be suffered by
most, but not all, taxpayers of Hawaii. The fact that many others are also
injured by the discriminatory laws is no reason to deny standing. Each
Plaintiff has a direct stake, even though small, in the litigation. That
distinguishes him or her from persons who just have an interest, a
generalized grievance.
In U.S. v. SCRAP, 412 U.S. 669, 93 S.Ct. 2405 (1973), the Supreme
Court said,
But we have already made it clear that standing is not to be denied
simply because many people suffer the same injury. Indeed some of
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the cases on which we relied in Sierra Club demonstrated the patent
fact that persons *688 across the Nation could be adversely affected
by major governmental actions. … To deny standing to persons who
are in fact injured simply because many others are also injured,
would mean that the most injurious and widespread Government
actions could be questioned by nobody. We cannot accept that
conclusion. (internal citations omitted.)
'Injury in fact' reflects the statutory requirement that a person be
'adversely affected' or 'aggrieved,' and it serves to distinguish a
person with a direct stake in the outcome of a litigation—even
though small—from a person with a mere interest in the problem.
We have allowed important interests to be vindicated by plaintiffs
with no more at stake in the outcome of an action than a fraction of a
vote, and a $1.50 poll tax.
As Professor Davis has put it: 'The basic idea that comes out in
numerous cases is that an identifiable trifle is enough for standing to
fight out a question of principle; the trifle is the basis for standing
and the principle supplies the motivation.'(Internal cites omitted.)
XIII. ASARCO DID NOT OVERRULE HOOHULI. HAWLEY DID
ALLOW TAXPAYERS TO CHALLENGE BELOW MARKET
RENTS.
OHA, STATE/DHHL AND UNITED STATES’ briefs all cite Justice
Kennedy’s opinion in Asarco Inc. v. Kadish, 490 U.S. 605, 612-617 (1989),
as if it were the opinion of the Supreme Court. The STATE/DHHL brief at
11and 12 asserts that Asarco effectively overrules Hoohuli v. Ariyoshi, 741
F.2d 1169 (9th Cir. 1984).
As this Court noted in Cammack v. Waihee, 932 F.2d 765, 770 fn.9
(9th Cir. 1991), in that “portion of the opinion, which was otherwise written
for an unanimous eight-justice Court, Justice Kennedy was able to garner
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only four votes; the other four justices expressly disavowed Justice
Kennedy's discussion of the injury as
pect of state taxpayer standing.”
Cammack characterized Justice Kennedy’s views as taking “a dimmer view
of the breadth of state taxpayer standing than this court” and adhered to its
own decision in Hoohuli v. Ariyoshi, 741 F.2d 1169 (9th Cir. 1984), which is
“the leading case” and “controlling Circuit precedent” on state taxpayer
standing. Cammack, 932 F.2d at 770 and fn. 9.
Hoohuli upheld state taxpayer standing to challenge “disbursement of
funds to a particular class of native inhabitants” through OHA. Doe v.
Madison School District No. 321, 177 F.3d 789, 794 (9th Cir. en banc 1999).
As the District Court here noted several times in the Order dated May 8,
2002, (ER 5 at pages 14 and 16) Hoohuli involved allegations nearly
identical to those in this case.
In Asarco taxpayers filed suit in the Arizona court challenging
Arizona’s leasing of minerals and school trust lands without complying with
the bidding and appraisal requirements of the state’s enabling act. The
plaintiffs were three individual taxpayers, Frank and Lorain Kadish and
Marion L. Pickens, and the Arizona Education Association, a non-profit
corporation.
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The trial court entered summary judgment for Defendants. Plaintiffs
appealed. The Arizona Supreme Court reversed and remanded. The
intervening Defendants sought and were granted certiorari. The U.S.
Supreme Court held that the Arizona statute governing mineral leases of
state lands was void and affirmed the judgment of the Arizona Supreme
Court.
Four of the Justices expressed the view that the suit would have been
dismissed at the outset if federal standing-to-sue rules applied (reasoning
that state taxpayer suits should be barred by the same rules as federal
taxpayer suits). Four other justices disagreed with that view. The ninth
justice, Justice O’Connor, took no part in the consideration or decision. The
result of the Supreme Court’s decision was to uphold the judgment in favor
of the plaintiffs, a teachers association and three Arizona taxpayers, whose
only complained-of injury was the leasing of mineral deposits in school trust
lands at below-fair-market rentals in violation of the Arizona enabling act.
If the Supreme Court in Asarco had restricted state taxpayers to
challenging only direct expenditures of tax dollars (as the trial court here
ordered), it would have either reversed the Arizona Supreme Court (because
the below-market mineral lease did not involve “ a dime of direct state
taxpayer monies” ) or it would have dismissed the petition for certiorari for
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lack of Article III jurisdiction (because the taxpayers did not allege any
direct injury caused by expenditure of taxpayer funds).
The result of Asarco is consistent with trust beneficiary standing as
well. If state taxpayers can challenge the leasing of school trust lands at
below-market rents which result in unnecessarily higher taxes, surely public
land trust beneficiaries, who suffer an even more direct impact because they
are excluded completely from 200,000 acres of the federally created trust
corpus and from any cash distribution of income from the remaining trust
corpus, can have their challenge heard in federal court.
The United States’ brief at 27 asserts that the 6 th Circuit’s decision in
Hawley v. City of Cleveland, 773 F.2d 736 (6th Cir. 1985) rejected taxpayer
standing to challenge the airport’s activities. Actually the court in Hawley
found that taxpayers had standing to challenge the lease of space at the
airport at below-market rents.
Appellants also advance a second economic basis for standing
which requires *741 closer analysis. They assert that the City's
rental of space to the diocese for what they contend is substantially
less than market value will result in loss of revenue to the City's
general fund through a reduction in the size of incentive payments.
If true, this allegation could give appellants standing as municipal
taxpayers to defend the public treasury. As we noted above, the
record does not contain sufficient facts to enable us to determine
whether the rental harms the public purse, or whether it actually
helps it by resulting in the rental of property which otherwise could
not be rented at all. Because this is a question of fact, it must be
resolved in the first instance by the trial court.
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It thus appears that a question of material fact exists as to whether
the rental of the space for the chapel to the diocese at the
agreed-upon price could harm Cleveland's fisc.
Because we find that appellants have standing, it is not necessary for
us to consider their argument that the Cleveland City Charter's
authorization of taxpayer suits to enjoin illegal contracts offers an
independent basis for standing.
The judgment of the district court is reversed, and the case is
remanded for further proceedings not inconsistent with this opinion.
XIV. THE NEED FOR DECLARATORY AND INJUNCTIVE
RELIEF BINDING ON THE FEDERAL DEFENDANT.
The United States argues at pages 30 and 31 of its brief that a
judgment against the United States would not redress any pocketbook injury
that might be experienced by Plaintiffs as taxpayers. That might be true if
this suit were only against the United States. But this suit is against the
other defendants, who are injuring Plaintiffs under federal laws requiring
and authorizing them to do so, and against the United States who initiated
and whose laws still authorize and require the unconstitutional behavior.
The declaratory and injunctive relief Plaintiffs seek against the other
Defendants and the United States will certainly redress Plaintiffs’ injuries
and restore equality under the law and Aloha for all to Hawaii. Without the
United States, that redress will not be complete. Here are the reasons:
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In the absence of the U.S., the Court cannot enjoin State officials from
carrying out the HHCA or the OHA laws without exposing them to a risk of
suit by the U.S. for breach of the 1959 compact to adopt the Hawaiian
Homes Commission Act ("HHCA"). This could be particularly adverse for
the 7,350 or more existing homesteaders because, without the U.S. in the
case and bound by the Court's judgment, the U.S. would still hold the sword
over the heads of State officials. This would discourage and probably
prevent State officials, if Plaintiffs prevail, from allowing homesteaders to
acquire the fee simple ownership of their lots. (See Complaint, ¶3,
Equitable accomodation, and prayer, ¶B and fn 1 page 35, asking the court
to allow STATE/DHHL to permit homesteaders to acquire ownership of
their lots.) It is unlikely that a State official would sign the deed knowing he
or she might be sued personally by the United States. The absence of the
United States as a party would also be an obstacle to this Court's ability to
fashion any other equitable accommodation to avoid harsh consequences to
the homesteaders. Since the United States has reserved what amounts to a
restrictive covenant on the 200,000 acres set aside for the HHCA, the title to
that real property might remain encumbered even after a favorable decision
for the Plaintiffs. Thus, the burdens imposed on the Plaintiffs, the existing
Hawaiian homesteaders and the citizens of Hawaii by dismissing the claims
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for declaratory and injunctive relief against the United States, would be
significant.
Invalidating HHCA and §§4 and 5(f) (to the limited extent noted) of
the Admission Act and the other HHCA laws and OHA laws and enjoining
their future implementation, would not work any intolerable burden, or any
burden at all, on governmental functioning of the United States. Indeed, it
would actually take a load off the Nation's shoulders and accomplish the
result recommended by two presidents of the United States: President
Ronald Reagan in 1986 and President George H.W. Bush in 1992,
expressing concern that the HHCA employs an express racial classification
and urging Congress to amend Section 4 of the Admission Act so that the
consent of the United States is not required and also to give further
consideration to the justification for the troubling racial classification. (FER
I-E, I-F, I-G, I-H and I-I, filed March 4, 2002. Docket 4.)
XV. OTHER ISSUES PRESENTED BY ARAKAKI FOR REVIEW.
Time and space limits do not permit detailed reply to every argument
presented by the five answering briefs of Appellees. ARAKAKI does
submit these few sentences as to three of the other issues presented for
review:
If this Court reverses and on remand, ARAKAKI is allowed to
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challenge the diversions of public lands and revenues for the benefit of
“native Hawaiians”, the dismissal of the three Hawaiian plaintiffs, who are
denied the benefit of those diversions to DHHL and OHA solely because
they are not of the favored “native Hawaiian” ancestry, should be reinstated.
As to the taxation of costs, if this Court reverses and remands, so that
Appellees are not the prevailing parties, it would follow that the taxation of
costs should also be reversed and reimbursement made to Plaintiffs. (The
trial court abused its discretion by not considering the chilling effect on the
vigorous enforcement of the civil rights laws.) It would also follow that, in
the event of remand, the discovery order should be reversed to allow further
discovery reasonably required.
XVI. CONCLUSION.
For the above reasons and for the reasons stated in Appellants’
Opening Brief, the judgments of the district court dismissing
Plaintiffs’ claims on “political question” grounds, dismissing
Plaintiffs’ claims as trust beneficiaries, restricting Plaintiffs’ claims as
state taxpayers, striking Plaintiffs’ counter motion for partial summary
judgment, denying discovery and awarding costs against Plaintiffs
should be reversed. The district court should be directed to adjudicate
Plaintiffs’ Equal Protection claims under the strict scrutiny standard
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before another judge. Defendants should be ordered to reimburse
their costs paid by Plaintiffs. Appellants should be awarded their
costs, reasonable attorneys fees and such other relief as the Court
deems just.
DATED: Honolulu, Hawaii, August 17, 2004.
Respectfully submitted,

________________________
H. WILLIAM BURGESS
Attorney for Plaintiffs/Appellants
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